
 

 

Suggested seminar topics for “Life sciences – enabling tomorrow’s 

healthcare solutions”  
 

Several of the areas below tie in with various communication initiatives that showcase Swedish health 

and medical care and innovative solutions, such as: SI’s ‘Life Sciences – Enabling Tomorrow's 

Healthcare Solutions’, the video ‘3 Life-changing Swedish Innovations’, the upcoming Life Science 

strategy, Nordic Innovation’s ‘Nordic Strongholds’ and various initiatives by Vinnova and others. 

 

Chronic disease/life-style-related diseases 
This area includes cancer, COPD, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases. They are diseases that increase 

rapidly all over the world and contribute strongly to the cost increase in healthcare. Developing 

countries see a similar development. These countries have previously focused on managing 

infectious diseases but are now experiencing a double burden of disease that must be managed. 

Sweden is at the forefront of delivering medical results for diseases such as cancer, diabetes and 

cardiovascular disease. The Swedish Life Science sector has produced many solutions for diagnosing, 

managing and treating these types of diseases. There are interesting new ways for chronic disease 

management, both technical solutions, medicines, how the care is organised and at what level the 

care should be conducted. These examples are relevant for many other countries, including those 

planning to introduce universal health care coverage. The area is also clearly linked to an ambition to 

put the patient in the centre. 

 

eHealth and HealthTech 
A lot is happening both in healthcare and in technical solutions in Sweden. Digitisation enables a 

person-centred care, promotes organisational development, and helps make healthcare more equal, 

effective, accessible and secure. Sweden’s vision is to become the best in the world in using the 

possibilities of digitisation and e-health by 2025. Utilisation of digital health and care data is a priority 

area in the ongoing work on developing a life science strategy for Sweden. 

Digital prescriptions have been around for a long time, but now medical journals are also digitalised, 

so that both the patient and other care providers are given access. Solutions for patients to monitor 

and measure their illness themselves are being developed, which also means a shift in power that 

gives the patient the opportunity to take more responsibility for their illness. The patient is thus 

increasingly seen as a resource in the care. Private online physicians are greatly increasing their 

market share, and public regions are now developing their own solutions for video consultations and 

alternative ways to meet doctors. To help make this reality, there are many Swedish solutions such 

as sensors, point-of-care diagnostics, and various IT platforms. 

 

Antimicrobial resistance and infection control 
Long-term strategic work in Sweden to reduce the risk of antibiotic resistance has led to positive 

results with a relatively low and still decreasing antibiotic consumption and an internationally 

favourable situation. Regulated sales of antibiotics, clear treatment recommendations and 

regulations on basic hygiene routines have contributed to this development, as well as the work 

being conducted both locally and nationally with strong political support. 



 

 

Cooperation between the world’s countries is crucial for managing and counteracting the increase of 

antibiotic resistance. There are many innovative Swedish solutions in the area, from the research as 

well as the private sector. Alternatives to antibiotics are now being developed, and there are Swedish 

solutions to better prevent, diagnose and treat infections. 

 

Innovation 
Sweden is placed at the absolute top in terms of innovation, also in life sciences. Sweden has long 

been a pioneer in terms of innovative solutions in healthcare and care. An important explanation is 

the unique cooperation between research, public institutions (health and medical care) and the 

private sector. It is key to efficiently improve and develop existing technology, and to ensure that the 

innovations are adapted to the needs of the care provider and the patient. Integration of research 

and innovation for the future of healthcare is an area highlighted in the work on the upcoming life 

science strategy in Sweden. 

There is a great interest in the Swedish innovation system, how we innovate and the resulting 

solutions, including known inventions such as the pacemaker, the radiation knife, the ultrasound, the 

Permobil powered wheelchair, the incubator and the artificial kidney, as well as innovative drug 

treatments such as precision medication, an area that is growing increasingly strong in Sweden as a 

result of several interesting initiatives and world-leading research. 

 

Elderly care 
Sweden has a well-developed, high-quality and relatively cost-effective system for elderly care, 

developed to meet the challenges we face and to start with the needs of the elderly. Being able to 

stay at home for as long as possible is an important cornerstone, where Sweden can inspire through 

its way of organising healthcare and care, as well as through the many innovative solutions that 

enable and facilitate living at home. 

Swedish elderly care is seen as an inspiration abroad, especially in countries that are now facing a 

strongly increasing proportion of older people. Sweden is in the absolute top when it comes to for 

example dementia research and care (e.g., education, use of quality registers, technical aids). 

Digitisation and technology (sensors or apps on mobile devices that remind or provide support) also 

contribute to increased security, independence and higher quality of life for the elderly. 

 

Sustainable healthcare 
Sweden is considered a world leader in sustainable healthcare. Sustainable procurement, standards, 
and the global sustainability goals (SDGs) are important drivers for increasing sustainability in 
healthcare and in corporate solutions. Sustainable healthcare links health and medical care, 
cleantech and digitisation, all of which are Swedish areas of strength. 
 
Over the past 10 years, global interest in sustainable healthcare has increased, due to many factors 
that have increased general environmental interest, insight into healthcare’s environmental impact, 
interest in cost savings, et cetera. Since Sweden has been working with sustainable health care for a 
long time, there’s been great interest in Sweden and Swedish solutions. Spreading Swedish 
sustainable solutions can therefore contribute to reducing healthcare’s environmental footprint 
globally, combined with significant opportunities for Swedish export revenues. 


